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English

Charlie, Fawjia, Netta & Thomas - 7A
Abigail, Alice, Connor K, Ella, Gabriella, Izzy, Lewis & Summer - 7B

Astrid, Chloe, Deya, Isla, Raf, Samanta & William - 7C
Dylan, Lila & Tayla - 7D

Edward, Fagin, Leila, Lilly-Mae & Roisin - 7E
Alyssa - 7F  

These students have all been identified for rewards due to 

their excellent lockdown learning. They will receive  a prize 

and certificate from their English teacher, Well done!
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Maths
Charlie - 7A  Excellent attendance and work ethic during live lessons.

Connor K - 7B Attended all online lessons, completed Hegarty also!

Gabriella - 7B  Excellent attitude. Asks and answers questions and works very hard.

Raf - 7C  For attending every live lesson and always putting in 100%.

Samanta - 7C   For great work during lockdown and during lessons.

Leila - 7E Consistent hard work and engagement over lockdown.
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Science

Excellent rock candy 
work by 
Patryk - 7B
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History

And these fantastic trench models by 

Jacob - 7F                                         Evi - 7B                                         Cohen - 7E

Mr Horton would like to congratulate 

Rumyana - 7C & Dylan - 7D

for their work in the lessons. 

Miss Day would like to congratulate… 

Alexandru - 7C, Edward - 7E, Alyssa & Jacob - 7F

for their engagement and effort with lockdown 

activities. 
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Geography

Miss Day would like 
to congratulate...

Deya - 7C, Dylan -7D and Radner - 7E

Mr Horton would like 
to congratulate...

Abigail & Izzy - 7B and Isla - 7C

Mrs Ray would like to 
congratulate...

Lewis - 7B, Leyton, Ruby K, Samanta & Violet - 7C, Adam & Tia - 7D

We have had some utterly AMAZING work in from Y7s recently, they really 
were ‘slum-did-ly-umptious’! Once we get back into our Geography 
classrooms, we will be putting them all up on display. A few particular 
mentions:
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RE & PSHE

Alfie - 7A for making a super effort with his work on Guru Nanak

Abigail - 7B for completing lots of challenge/extension work!

William - 7C for great work on Sikhism
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Spanish Prize is now £10!

Cemre - 7C Winner of this term’s prize!

Daisy - 7A
Abigail - 7B
Connor S - 7B
Hassanatu - 7B
Raf - 7C
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Computer Science

For excellent work ethic 
during lockdown:

Edward - 7E
Alyssa & Lyssie - 7F
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PE & Sports

Connor S - 7B

For completing all of the 
remote learning PE work that 
was set to the best of his 
ability. 

Well done Connor, great 
work!
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Art Fantastic lockdown sketchbook work from 
Leona - 7A
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Music

Mrs Esherwood would like to say well done to 
the following:

For progress test scores: 
Deya, Millie & Raf - 7C

Netta - 7A for achieving a Distinction in her 
ABRSM Piano Grade 1. 

So many students engaging and taking part in musical activities from home but 
a special mention to Leona - 7A and Abigail & Lewis - 7B
for going above and beyond in their home learning.
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Performing Arts

Megan - 7A
Evi - 7B
Rumyana & Samanta - 7C

Fantastic engagement in the 

practical task for this half 

term. Super dancing and 

singing!



Design & Technology

Izzy - 7B
Fantastic new/emerging 
technologies design 
fiction story!
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Food Miss Hesmondhalgh would 
like to congratulate 
Violet - 7B, 
Astrid & Ruby K - 7C 
for their outstanding effort 
during home learning and a 
really enthusiastic return to 
food lessons.
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Textiles

Mr Neave would like to 
congratulate 
Alexandru, Cemre & 
Rubyp - 7C
Tayla - 7D
Edward - 7E

for their outstanding 
effort during their 
Textiles lessons and for  
their great presentation 
and design skills.
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Raising Achievement

Alhosseynu & Hassanatu 7B

Have been nominated by Mrs Bailey for their engagement 
on Duolingo and the amazing work they have produced. 
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Headteachers Award

Well Done to

Violet - 7B & Ruby K - 7C

For their excellent video news 
reporting on slums in Geography
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Habitus and Attendance 
Awards
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Most Habitus of the Term 

3rd place Jacob - 7F

2nd place Astrid - 7C 

1st place Isla - 7C
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HABITUS

CREATIVE
HABITUS

RESPECTFUL
HABITUS

ENGAGED
HABITUS

CALM

Evie - 7B

Habitus - Leading the Way

Riley - 7C

Dylan - 7D

Astrid - 7C

Charlie - 7D

Jacob - 7F

Isla - 7C

Eduard - 7D

Stephanie - 7E

Yvie - 7E
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Randomly selected winner of the £5 voucher for 
good attendance…

Jack - 7A   

Best Attending Form of Year 7

3rd Place: 7B
2nd Place: 7F
1st Place:  7E   (winning the chocolates!)
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- Outdoor coats or garments will not be allowed in lessons - if it is cold, this 

will be decided on the day and will appear on the weekly sheet

- Blazers must be with you in school and worn until May half term

- Hoodies are not allowed and will be confiscated. Wearing hats or hoods up 

will also be confiscated

- Students must attend in full uniform - PE will return to changing in the PE 

changing rooms

- Footwear must be plain black - no white trim or colours for example

- One ear stud, one nose stud, one plain ring and a watch are permitted to be 

worn

After Easter - a reminder...
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Wishing you all a very Happy Easter

Stay safe over the holidays and we look forward 
to seeing you for Summer 1 term on 

Monday 12th April


